
LIME Painting of Boston
The authority in luxury painting and coatings in Boston and surrounding communities.

PROJECT: Concord, MA—LIME painted all 
the trims, fascia, so�ts, crown moldings 
and shutters, restored the front door, built 
a portico and restored garage doors. The 
deteriorated trim boards throughout the 
home were replaced by LIME’s carpenter 
with vertical/horizontal trim boards, 
crown molding, skirting, new gutters, 
windowsills and lapped siding. 

LIME’s mason demolished the platform 
and brick walkway and built a new granite 
platform and paver walkway leading to 
the driveway.

Marc Segien, Owner



L
IME PAINTING OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

is a residential and commercial painting company that 

specializes in the industry’s best products and procedures 

to ensure quality prep, quality products, custom results and lasting 

impressions on the interior and exterior. LIME’s team, which 

consists of LIME Certified Consultants and some of the area’s best 

professional painters, supports that e�ort. 

Owner and leader of the team, Marc Segien, was born and raised 

in the Greater Boston area. After completing his degree at Wheaton 

College, he began a career in sales. Marc has nearly 20 years of expe-

rience working with executives and strategic partners to provide 

solutions to the many business challenges companies face today. 

A paint job is important to maintaining the aesthetics as well as 

the integrity of a home or o�ce space. From a standard repaint to a 

paint job that’s heavily distressed, LIME is prepared and qualified 

to take on the task. LIME’s expectation for customer excellence 

has made LIME Painting of Boston the most trusted and highly 

recommended painting company. Working with LIME is easy, 

enjoyable and refreshing!

“At LIME Painting of Boston, we understand that tackling a 

painting project can feel overwhelming, especially if you lack 

necessary skills or equipment,” Marc said. “That’s why we o�er an 

extensive range of services to help you transform your home into 

the haven you’ve always envisioned. Whether it’s restoring your 

distressed exterior or completely renovating your interior, LIME’s 

core values of Love, Integrity, Mission and Excellence exceed the 

expectations of homeowners and builders.” 

“At LIME, customer satisfaction is our highest priority,” Marc 

continued. “We prioritize close collaboration with clients to under-

stand their preferences and needs, while our color consultants help 

you choose the perfect paint colors. We use top-quality materials and 

techniques, ensuring high standards for your project. Additionally, 

our detailed and transparent upfront pricing ensures that you have 

a clear understanding of what to expect before your project starts.”

Allen Farm Grey House—LIME painted the full exterior body and trims 
throughout the entire home with Benjamin Moore Aura Paint. The carpenter 
replaced the deteriorated trim boards, and the screen in the porch decking 
was replaced.



LIME PAINTING’S PROFESSIONAL PAINTERS DO MORE THAN PAINTING AND RESTORATION 

LIME’s carpenter built a new deck, replaced 
vertical/horizontal trim boards, lapped siding 
and windowsills, and installed new front 
porch steps. The paint was faded, peeling and 
chipping, and the indoor paint contained lead. 
LIME is licensed in Massachusetts to remove 
lead with the Mass Lead Deleader Contractor 
license. The full exterior of the home was 
primed and painted with two coats of Sherwin 
William Duration Paint. More than six colors 
were used on the home.

With LIME, you can trust in quality consulting to maintain a highly valued 

asset with solutions that match the custom nature of the project. You can 

also count on excellent delivery of the recommended scope of work. LIME’s 

team of advisors audits each phase of the project so that you don’t have to. 

In addition, LIME has color designers who can, at your request, o�er a 

professional eye for color to the process. LIME’s designers take your vision 

into account, along with the property’s accents—such as the existing brick, 

the landscaping, the roofing system, etc.—and generate color combinations 

onto a detailed color report for your property. You can use this report and 

sample color combinations to visualize your preferences prior to making 

a final decision.

LIME Painting is compliant in Leadership in Energy and Environmental 

Design (LEED). LEED is a sustainable building certification program 

developed to provide a consistent, credible set of standards for environ-

mentally sustainable construction. LIME is committed to using premium 

eco-friendly products with low VOC and mineral masonry paints from the 

top paint supply. 

Custom 
cabinetry 
painted 
by LIME 
Painting

The full interior of the home was painted. The kitchen cabinets were 
painted with Sherwin Williams Emerald Paint. LIME installed new 
hardwood floors and vinyl planks throughout the home and installed 
a backsplash in the kitchen. 



LIME’S SERVICES: 
 > Epoxy coatings

 > EIF and Dryvit 

Stucco Systems

 > Cabinet refinishing

 > Carpentry services

 > Custom new builds

 > Direct to metal coating

 > Drywall repair and 

wall texturing

 > Entryway restoration

 > Epoxy flooring coatings

 > Faux painting

 > Gutter replacement

 > Lead RRP certification

 > Masonry services 

and stonework

 > Stucco repair

 > Lime wash/mineral 

masonry painting

 > Painting contractors who 

are dedicated to quality and 

craftsmanship for every job

LIME understands that your home or business is your most 

valuable asset, which is why they go above and beyond to ensure 

your complete satisfaction. So, whether you’re in need of a fresh 

coat of paint or a complete renovation, you can trust the experts at 

LIME Painting to deliver the results you’re looking for. n

LIME Painting 
repaired all EIFS 
around garage and 
trim and painted the 
exterior. LIME color 
consultant helped 
the homeowner 
choose colors from 
Sherwin Williams 
Duration Paint. 

For information, call Marc Segien at (781) 525-4327. 
limepaintingo�oston.com
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